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Despite being one of the world’s oldest and most popular 
activities, bowling has seen little technological advancement in 

the last few decades.  
 

Unless you count glow bowling. 
 

Bowling must evolve to maintain its base, expand to new 
participants and serve a younger and more tech-savvy crowd. 

Rolltech is this evolution.  
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Virtual Leagues

What’s Next?
Virtual TournamentsReal-Money Contests ||



Rolltech provides unprecedented access to in-center and recent bowlers and drives 
revenue through points redemption and increased traffic. For the first time, owners 

have access to real-time metrics and the ability to push instant messaging, deals and 
offers. 



Rolltech licenses its platform for use in a variety of partnerships and events.

Rolltech licensed our live viewing technology 
to the PBA for the 2013 and 2014 World 

Series of Bowling, providing first-of-its-kind 
event statistics, used on five ESPN telecasts 

including the PBA World Championship. The 
success of these endeavors has lead to 

Rolltech executing an EXCLUSIVE technology 
partnership with the PBA.



We work with premier partners, tours and brands.



Our team pros are world champions with loud voices and large fan bases.

Jason Belmonte Bill O’Neill Mike Fagan
12 PBA Titles, 5 majors

Most popular bowler in 
the world, known for his 

unique two-handed style.

2012-2013 and 2013-2014 
PBA Player of the Year

5 PBA Titles, 1 major

Won two televised 
championships in 2013 
and 2015 while wearing 

Rolltech logo

Team USA Gold Medalist

5 PBA Titles, 2 Majors

USBC Board Member

Team USA Member

Reigning PBA World 
Champion

Our pros give far more than real estate on their jerseys. They have been 
instrumental in gaining access to the deepest levels of the bowling industry in the 

USA and around the world.



In October, Rolltech will begin offering legal, real-money contests to bowlers 
around the country. This is the first platform of its kind, allowing bowlers in 

different locations to match skills for large prize pools.

KEY POINTS:
•  Satisfied regulatory and banking compliance

•  Cleared for launch in 47 Jurisdictions
•  First of its Kind Technology
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